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															[image: Prosecutor Karen McDonald presents her case against Jennifer Crumbley.]
														
													

													
														
															
																	James Crumbley threatened Prosecutor Karen McDonald with violence
																																														
																	Prosecutor Karen McDonald says she was threatened with physical violence by James Crumbley, the father of the Oxford High School shooter.																	More
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																	Man pleads guilty to murder in Hawaii after killing lover and encasing body in tub
																																														
																	Juan Baron pleaded guilty to murder about two years after his lover's decomposing body was found encased in concrete in a bathtub.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: Cola Beale looking at camera in courtroom]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Man on trial for killing girlfriend, then burning down home with dog inside
																																														
																	The murder trial of Cola Beale, the man accused of killing his adoptive father, cousin, girlfriend and her dog, began Monday.																	More
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																	NH v. Timothy Verrill: Small-Town Secrets Murder Trial
																																														
																	Timothy Verrill is standing trial for a second time on charges he murdered two women after the first ended in a mistrial.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: court documents in david coots case]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Nurse practitioner accused of rape, giving mistress abortion pills
																																														
																	Married nurse practitioner Benjamin David Coots is accused of raping his mistress and giving her abortion pills.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: karen read appears in court]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Motions Argued in Case Against Karen Read | Court TV Podcast
																																														
																	Both sides were back in court to argue a series of motions, including a motion to dismiss the indictment against Karen Read.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: Richard Allen court arrival.]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Judge approves new murder charges against Richard Allen
																																														
																	A judge has approved two new charges of intentional murder against Richard Allen, the man accused in the killings of two teenage girls in Delphi.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: dan howard appears in court]
														
													

													
														
															
																	ID v. Daniel Howard: Jealous Ex-Trooper Murder Trial
																																														
																	In 2021, ex-Idaho trooper Daniel Howard called 911 to report that his wife, Kendy Howard, had fatally shot herself.																	More
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																	Kouri Richins’ mother investigated for ‘suspicious overdose death’
																																														
																	An investigation into Kouri Richins' mother, Lisa Darden, revealed her romantic partner died in 2006 from a "suspicious drug overdose."																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: Hannah Gutierrez's attorneys file motion for new trial and release.]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Hannah Gutierrez challenges conviction in fatal ‘Rust’ shooting
																																														
																	Hannah Gutierrez is challenging her conviction on an involuntary manslaughter charge in the shooting of Halyna Hutchins by Alec Baldwin.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: A red and white plaid blanket that was found earlier in the search for Elijah Vue has been confirmed to be his, according to a press release.]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Investigators find Elijah Vue’s blanket
																																														
																	A red and white plaid blanket that was found earlier in the search for Elijah Vue has been confirmed to be his.																	More
																

																													
														

													

												


											
												
													
														
															[image: Riley Strain briefly speaks to Nashville police.]
														
													

													
														
															
																	Riley Strain seen interacting with officer shortly after leaving bar
																																														
																	Video was released showing an exchange between Riley Strain and a Nashville police officer the night Strain disappeared.																	More
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                                        [image: Karen Read is expected in court for a hearing on Wednesday. Also, experts discuss the prosecution currently being under a federal investigation.]
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                                        [image: A jury deliberated for over eight hours before returning a verdict for Dan Howard, an ex-trooper accused of killing his wife, Kendy Howard.]
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                                        [image: Court TV producer Cody Thomas joins Closing Arguments with Vinnie Politan and discusses the plethora of cameras at the Venetian Bay Villages.]
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                                        [image: Investigators believe that Lisa Darden was possibly involved in planning and orchestrating her son-in-law, Eric's death.]
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											FL v. LEWIS (2008)
										

										A mother of two is charged with the murder of her 7-year-old daughter who drowned in a pool in Esto, Florida.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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											SC v. MURDAUGH (2023)
										

										Alex Murdaugh is accused of killing his youngest son, Paul, and wife, Maggie.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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											OH v. GROVES (2020)
										

										Daniel and Jessica Groves, parents of Baby Dylan, whose decomposed body was found in a well, face life in prison.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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											WI v. DAHMER (1992)
										

										Jeffrey Dahmer is facing life in prison or admittance to mental institution for the killings of 15 boys and men.

										
											WATCH NOW										
									


								
									
										
											
												[image: AZ v. ARIAS (2013)]
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											AZ v. ARIAS (2013)
										

										Jodi Arias faces the death penalty for the murder of her lover, 30-year-old Travis Alexander.

										
											WATCH NOW										
									


								
									
										
											
												[image: CA v. MENENDEZ (1993)]
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											CA v. MENENDEZ (1993)
										

										Brothers Lyle and Erik Menendez are on trial for the shotgun murders of their parents, Jose and Kitty Menendez.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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											DEPP v. HEARD (2022)
										

										Actor Johnny Depp sued his ex-wife Amber Heard for defamation.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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											FL v. ANTHONY (2011)
										

										Casey Anthony is on trial for the 2008 murder of her 2-year-old daughter, Caylee.

										
											WATCH NOW										
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